Say “Cheese”
Next Thursday 12 May we have our annual Class Photos taken. In addition, Photolife Studios
offer a Sibling Photo Shoot where they take all your children in one shot.
The Class Photos are automatic, all children are taken. The only class not
involved is Room 7; this class will have a Photo Shoot in November when,
along with other Year Zero classes, all children will have enrolled.
If you want your children to have a Sibling Photo taken, there is a form to
be completed and returned to school. This can either be collected from the office (by you or
your child) OR you can print the copy of the form attached below. Either way, it needs to be
returned by next Wednesday 11 May.
With the weather cooling off, especially in the morning, we find more children wearing extra
layers of clothing. This is a good time for a reminder that children should wear school
uniform at all times. The biggest issue we have at this time is the wearing of sweatshirts,
hoodies etc which are not a part of our uniform.
Children can wear:
➢ A school polar fleece jersey
➢ A school uniform jacket

➢ A school ‘Kids Can’ raincoat which every child receives for free
(see below.)

➢ A proper outdoor jacket (not school uniform) if they have one. Note that this must be a
genuine jacket, not a sweatshirt or hoodie pretending to be a jacket.
We are a uniform school, and as such it is important to maintain high standards. We find that
reminder at the start of the winter period is helpful to get everything lined up well.
As far as the free Kids Can raincoats go, these are given to children when they start at
Everglade School. Children in Room 7 and new Year 1 children will get one this week. We are
awaiting other stock (larger than Size 8) and delivery is out of our control. These will be given
out when they arrive. Note also that Size 6 is the smallest size we offer. Some Year Zero
children may find them quite large, but they will grow into them

Please find the Sibling Photo Form below:

Next newsletter: Wednesday 11 May
Regards

John Robinson
Principal

